
Accessing Client Contact Numbers from PEARS for Parity Calculation 

Go to Analyze tab and select Contacts by Grand Challenge 

Filter by Reporting period October 2018 to September 2019, and User 

For the purposes of the Civil Rights Compliance Review, parity is to be calculated for each program area:        

4-H, Agriculture, Family & Consumer Science and Community Vitality.  In Kansas, we keep track of client con-

tacts by Grand Challenge, so some manipulation of the data is required.  Follow these steps: 

1. Using PEARS, run a separate Contact by Grand Challenge report for each agent in the local unit.            
(See screenshots below) 

2. Determine which contacts for each agent belong to each program area: FCS, AG or Community Vitality. 
(Note: Per USDA, all 4-H contacts for parity calculation must come from ES237 Report) 

3. Add together client contacts for each program area to complete the parity calculation. 

4. Enter total number of contacts per program area into Line 20 of the Parity Calculator. 



Example from 3 agent unit 

Agriculture Agent 

Agriculture agent determines 
that their contacts in Health, 
Water, Global Food Systems 
and Developing Tomorrow’s 
Leaders were agriculture pro-
gram contacts.  Their contacts in 
Community Vitality were com-
munity vitality contacts. 

FCS Agent 

FCS agent determines that their 
contacts in Health, Global Food 
Systems and Developing Tomor-
row’s Leaders were FCS pro-
gram  contacts.  Their contacts 
in Community Vitality were 
community vitality contacts. 

4-H Youth Development Agent 4-H Youth Development agent 
determines their contacts in 
Health, Global Food Systems 
and Developing Tomorrow’s 
Leaders are 4-H contacts.  
These contacts are not used in 
the parity calculation because 
USDA wants 4-H parity report 
to be done using ES237 data.  
They decide the Community 
Vitality contacts were com-
munity vitality program con-
tacts.  

All three agents will combine their Community Vitality contact numbers for the CV parity report.   

Each agent will use their own discretion to determine the program area(s) in which to report their Grand 
Challenge contacts, but the contact numbers used for each program area parity calculation should reflect 
total contact numbers for that program area for the entire unit.  It is important to be able to explain and 
justify your calculations.  


